Will Open Access be the end of Interlibrary Loan?

The Open Access movement aims to make scholarly, peer-reviewed material freely available on the internet. Two approaches to Open Access:

- **Gold approach**: Open Access publishing in which articles are freely available on the publisher’s website.
- **Green approach**: Authors archive their own work in institutional repositories. (Morrison, 2006)

Libraries help connect users with Open Access resources with tools such as link resolvers, like LinkSource.

Even though Open Access material is freely available online, it can be very challenging to locate.

“One of the key reasons users submit ILL requests for open access materials is difficulty with discovery” (Baich, 2015).

Users are often pressed for time and lack the skill and experience library personnel have in locating material. Because there are so many places in which to find Open Access resources, Resource Sharing personnel are often best positioned to quickly locate Open Access material due to their experience with search tools and knowledge of resources.

Research has shown that 84% people looking for information begin their search on a search engine, not through their library’s site (DeRosa, 2010).

When it comes to Open Access material, users who stop their search after using Google or Yahoo may not have found the complete resource or the correct version. Experience in using search tools facilitates a faster, more effective result. This is where library personnel excel.

The limited research available on the topic, however, indicates that resource sharing services will still be in demand. Resource sharing staff often can navigate search tools more effectively and efficiently and deliver requested Open Access material to users quickly.

The increase in popularity of Open Access content, combined with the continued increase in the cost of subscribing to traditional academic journals, may appear to pose a threat to resource sharing services such as interlibrary loan.

Resource Sharing Services

**Interlibrary Loan**, a type of resource sharing, is a popular service in which libraries are able to provide their users with material obtained from other libraries.

**Document Delivery** is a subset of this service in which libraries provide their users copies of articles and book chapters that are held within their own collection.
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